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QUESTION 1

A developer is implementing new Page Designer content on a merchant\\'s Storefront and adds the line below to the
setupContentSearch function in the searchHelpers.js file. 

apiContentSearchModel.setFilteredByFolder(false); 

What does this achieve? 

A. Enables searching to find Page Designer content assets that are not in folders. 

B. Prevents Page Designer pages and components from being searchable. 

C. Extends the ContentSearchModel to allow the folder filter. 

D. Filters Page Designer search results into separate page and component folders. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Below is a form definition snippet from the newsletter.xml file. 

Which line of code creates a JSON object to contain the form data? 

A. server.form.getForm(`dwfrm_newsletter\\') 

B. server.forms.getForm(`newsletter\\') 

C. server.form.getForm(`newsletter\\') 

D. server.forms.getForm(`dwfrm_newsletter\\') 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Which three configurations does a developer need to ensure to have a new product visible in the Storefront? (Choose
three.) 

A. The Storefront catalog that contains the product is assigned to a site 

B. The product has a price 
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C. The product has a master product 

D. The product is online and searchable 

E. The search index is built 

Correct Answer: ABC 

Reference: https://documentation.b2c.commercecloud.salesforce.com/DOC3/index.jsp?topic=%
2Fcom.demandware.dochelp%2Fcontent%2Fb2c_commerce%2Ftopics%2Fproducts% 2Fb2c_products.html 

 

QUESTION 4

A client has two B2C Commerce sites in the same instance: one for the U.S. market, the other for the European market.
The product they make are sold with different safety certificates based on the world location. 

For example, they sell a smartphone with certificate A in the U.S. and certificate B in Europe, a hairdryer with certificate
C in the U.S. and certificate D in Europe, and more. 

How should a developer allow the merchant to display the appropriate certification logo in the product details page,
depending on the customer\\'s location? 

A. Add a Localizable custom preference to the SitePreference system object type. 

B. Add a Site-specific custom attribute to the Product system object type. 

C. Add a Localizable custom attribute to the Certificate system object type. 

D. Add an Image custom preference to the SitePreference system object type. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

To ensure SFRA best practices and protect against request forgery, the developer introduced CSRF token generation in
the customer address form. 

To implement CSRF protection when the form is submitted, the developer needs to introduce the CSRF validation using
one or both of these methods as applicable: 
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1.

 validateRequest 

2.

 validateAjaxRequest 

Where in the code does the developer need to add this CSRF validation check? 

A. In the middleware chain of the controller post route 

B. In the controller function that displays the form 

C. In the model function that persists the form data 

D. In the view function that handles the submitted form 

Correct Answer: A 
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